CORPORATE DISESTABLISHMENT
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Across the American economy, the wall between church and company is crumbling. Businesses large and small have taken on religious identities and now conduct their corporate affairs according to religious principles. The Supreme Court’s decision in Burwell v. Hobby Lobby, which held that for-profit corporations are eligible to claim religious exemptions from general laws, added significant legal momentum to this emerging cultural phenomenon.

In the wake of Hobby Lobby, scholars concerned about the expansion of corporate religion have searched in vain for coherent limiting principles. Drawing on an underexplored set of cases in which employees claim that companies have impermissibly imposed religion, this Article identifies such principles. It argues—on both doctrinal and normative grounds—that values of conscience, non-domination, and mutual respect work in tandem to constitute the outer boundaries of corporate religion. These values, in turn, mirror norms central to the Establishment Clause of the First Amendment, making a parallel case for “corporate disestablishment.” The idea of corporate disestablishment reflects structural similarities between political and private governments and clarifies the proper relationship between religion and business in a diverse modern economy.
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INTRODUCTION

Corporate religion is on the rise.¹ In recent years, a growing number of businesses have chosen to integrate religious beliefs into everyday corporate affairs.² And in the wake of Burwell v. Hobby Lobby, which held that for-profit corporations are eligible to claim religious exemptions from general laws,³ the corporate religion “movement” has gained considerable momentum.⁴


² See, e.g., Hobby Lobby, Our Story, http://www.hobbylobby.com/about-us/our-story [https://perma.cc/R3RL-6SUM] (“We are committed to: Honoring the Lord in all we do by operating the company in a manner consistent with Biblical principles.”); Interstate Batteries, Purpose and Values, https://www.interstatebatteries.com/about/our-culture [https://perma.cc/Y9N6-HJRT] (“Our Purpose: To glorify God and enrich lives as we deliver the most trustworthy source of power to the world.”); Tyson Foods, Core Values: What We Believe, https://www.tysoncodeofconduct.com/introduction/what-we-believe [https://perma.cc/Z2-CV-6CWT] (“We strive to honor God and be respectful to each other, our customers, and other stakeholders.”).


Against the backdrop of surging corporate religiosity, critics have struggled to identify the outer boundaries of corporate religion.\(^5\) For example, if a company can refuse to facilitate employee access to contraceptives, can it also pressure those employees to participate in workplace religious practices? Can it adopt religious codes of conduct to govern their private lives? Can it threaten employment consequences for failure to accept the company’s religious views? *Hobby Lobby* invited such escalating assertions of corporate religious liberty without providing any clear sense of their limits.\(^6\)

---


But the expansion of corporate religion is not inexorable. Drawing on a set of cases in which employees claim that for-profit companies have impermissibly imposed religion, this Article begins to sketch the boundaries between faith and business in the modern corporate world. To date, these corporate religion cases have been largely overlooked or misunderstood because they lay scattered across disjointed doctrines within employment discrimination law. This Article assembles these cases in an effort to identify and distill a set of limiting principles for corporate religion.\(^7\)

These limiting principles, in turn, are grounded in three distinct, yet interrelated, values: freedom of conscience, non-domination, and mutual respect. The conscience principle recognizes the right of employees to select their own deepest commitments and live their lives, to the extent feasible, in accordance with those commitments.\(^8\) The non-domination principle works to prevent employers from exercising arbitrary or

---


\(^8\) See infra Section II.A.
uncontrolled power over employees’ spiritual lives.\(^9\) And the principle of mutual respect responds to widespread diversity in modern businesses with an attitude of reciprocity and toleration.\(^10\) Together, these principles seek to avoid harms that accompany imposition of pervasively religious workplaces. In doing so, they provide a doctrinally and normatively satisfying case for fixing constraints around the perimeter of corporate religious liberty.

Although these constraints on corporate religion apply to private businesses, they parallel a central strand of Establishment Clause doctrine and theory. Whatever else it might mean, the First Amendment’s disestablishment norm prohibits the state from imposing religion on its diverse citizens.\(^11\) And, much like the limiting principles embedded in corporate religion cases, the disestablishment norm is grounded in the values of conscience, non-domination, and mutual respect.\(^12\) The limits on corporate imposition of religion, then, can be thought of as a sort of “corporate disestablishment.” Thinking of corporate religion’s limiting principles in terms of disestablishment reflects certain fundamental similarities between governmental and corporate authority and follows a long tradition of extending compelling constitutional norms into the private workplace.\(^13\)

Part I of this Article foregrounds the argument for corporate disestablishment by briefly sketching the recent cultural and legal ascendance of corporate religion in the United States. Part II then identifies and distills the limiting principles embedded in corporate religion cases. Part III analogizes those limiting principles to a parallel set of constraints placed on state imposition of religion and defends the claim that a disestablishment norm ought to govern the modern corporate workplace. Finally, Part IV applies that norm to several concrete practices that sit on the borderlines of corporate disestablishment.

\(^9\) See infra Section II.B.
\(^10\) See infra Section II.C.
\(^12\) See infra Section III.A.
\(^13\) See infra Sections III.B–III.C.
I. THE RISE OF CORPORATE RELIGION

In recent years, religious businesses have become increasingly visible in American culture. A growing number of companies arrayed across the economy have come to reject the idea that businesses should be religiously “neutral.” These businesses regard the neutrality model as constraining and unnecessary, and have chosen instead to adopt explicitly religious principles to govern their corporate affairs.14 In the words of one prominent commentator, the marketplace has now become “imbricated with thick religiosity.”15

Evidence of corporate religion’s cultural ascendance comes in numerous forms. Supporters now boast of “a $4.6 billion Christian products industry, a $12.5 billion kosher food market, and . . . an $800 billion global sharia-compliant finance market.”16 Many companies have hired “corporate chaplains” to provide employees with spiritual guidance and to encourage a more satisfying relationship with their companies.17 And religious business groups, including the Christian Business Network,18 the Catholic Business League,19 and the C12 Group—“the nation’s largest network of Christian CEOs, business owners, and executives”—have proliferated.20

14 See Horwitz, supra note 1, at 180.
15 Id. at 183.
16 See Meese & Oman, supra note 1, at 278 (quoting Helfand & Richman, supra note 1, at 771).
18 See Christian Business Network, About CBN, https://christianbusinessnetwork.-com/about-cbn/our-profile [https://perma.cc/HPB4-MVBJ] (“Our Mission: We work to provide you with valuable resources, networking opportunities, and world-class services that empower you to fulfill your calling and maximize your impact in the marketplace.”).
The rise of corporate religion, in turn, reflects a growing cultural acceptance of religious “integralism.” The integralist view denies the idea that faith should be confined to one’s home or one’s church and instead holds that religious beliefs ought to pervade all aspects of a person’s life. Perhaps chief among their targets, religious integralists seek to bring faith into the business world, overcoming the pernicious notion that “religion and business simply don’t mix.” Given that corporations play an enormous role in our daily lives, integralists contend, religious people should not be asked to leave their convictions at the office door. To do so would not only demand that people live “divided li[ves],” but also require both individuals and businesses to take religion less seriously.

Legal scholars sympathetic to the integralist view have argued that the corporate form embraces this growing demand for religion in business. In their view, the corporation is merely a “nexus of contracts” among various firm participants—including shareholders, managers, and other corporate constituencies—each of whom may wish to infuse religion into the corporation. And corporate law, for its part, is almost entirely

21 See Horwitz, supra note 1, at 180 (“To a growing and increasingly visible extent, a range of faiths and sects take an ‘integralist’ view that sees ‘religion not as one isolated aspect of human existence but rather as a comprehensive system more or less present in all domains of the individual’s life.’” (quoting Kenneth D. Wald, Religion and the Workplace: A Social Science Perspective, 30 Comp. Lab. L. & Pol’y J. 471, 481 (2009))); Colombo, supra note 1, at 18 (discussing religious integralism); see also Alford & Naughton, supra note 1 (discussing religion in the workplace); Raymond F. Gregory, Encountering Religion in the Workplace: The Legal Rights and Responsibilities of Workers and Employers 1–14 (2011) (same); Lambert, supra note 1 (same); Miller, supra note 1 (same).

22 See Horwitz, supra note 1, at 180; Colombo, supra note 1, at 3, 6, 18; Rienzi, supra note 1, at 60; Robert K. Vischer, Conscience and the Common Good: Reclaiming the Space Between Person and State 179–205 (2010).

23 See Miller, supra note 1, at 3 (referencing a statement by an IBM instructor at a new employee training class).

24 See Colombo, supra note 1, at 87.

25 See Alford & Naughton, supra note 1, at 7.


27 See Meese & Oman, supra note 1, at 280–94 (disputing claim that the corporate form precludes religious exercise).

28 See id. at 285; see also Frank H. Easterbrook & Daniel R. Fischel, The Corporate Contract, 89 Colum. L. Rev. 1416, 1426 (1989) (discussing the “nexus of contracts” view of the corporation); Michael C. Jensen & William H. Meckling, Theory of the Firm: Managerial
composed of default rules, which can be modified to suit a wide variety of individual preferences, including religious ones.29

One leading version of this argument focuses on corporate shareholders.30 On this account, shareholders are free to select from among a host of possible corporate purposes—including religious purposes—and adopt them in the corporation’s governing documents.31 Given the fact that many shareholders hold strong religious beliefs, the argument goes, it should not be surprising that many existing companies operate according to explicitly religious principles.32

Corporate flexibility is also said to empower a growing number of corporate managers who wish to run businesses religiously.33 Like corporate shareholders, many corporate managers are deeply religious, and at least some of them have expressed sincere interest in running their businesses in accord with spiritual commitments.34 The demand for corporate religion from managers is especially significant, moreover, considering the wide scope of their authority. Although shareholders often enjoy rhetorical privilege in the modern corporation, professional managers wield corporate authority in the vast majority of circumstances.35 And so, by integrating their faith into business affairs, integralists claim that executives can maintain their own ethical integrity while infusing businesses with a deeper sense of purpose.36

Finally, the corporate form is said to be responsive to the religious beliefs of constituents other than shareholders and managers. Some customers, for example, wish to buy products from religious companies.37 Some employees want to join businesses that affirm their faith.38 And some creditors prefer to lend money to coreligionists.39 Just as corporate

Behavior, Agency Costs and Ownership Structure, 3 J. Fin. Econ. 305, 310 (1976) (describing the firm as “a nexus for a set of contracting relationships among individuals”).

29 See Meese & Oman, supra note 1, at 280–89.
30 See id.
31 See id. at 281.
32 See id.
33 See Vischer, supra note 22, at 179–205; Colombo, supra note 1, at 21; Lyman Johnson, Re-Enchanting the Corporation, 1 Wm. & Mary Bus. L. Rev. 83 (2010).
34 See Colombo, supra note 1, at 5, 21.
36 See Vischer, supra note 22, at 179–205; Colombo, supra note 1; Johnson, supra note 33.
37 See Helfand & Richman, supra note 1, at 771; Colombo, supra note 1, at 23–24.
38 See Colombo, supra note 1, at 88; Johnson, supra note 33, at 88–98.
39 See Helfand & Richman, supra note 1, at 807 (discussing the Islamic bond market).
law is thought to enable religious integration through shareholders and managers, it is also seen as responsive to the rising demand for religious integration among other corporate constituencies.\textsuperscript{40}

The Supreme Court’s decision in \textit{Burwell v. Hobby Lobby} gave the corporate religion movement considerable legal momentum.\textsuperscript{41} It held that for-profit corporations qualify as “persons” under the Religious Freedom Restoration Act and are therefore eligible to claim religious exemptions from general laws.\textsuperscript{42} In the wake of \textit{Hobby Lobby}, several corporate law scholars have sought to capitalize on that momentum, calling on the business and legal worlds to fully embrace corporate religion.\textsuperscript{43}

Even more recently, proponents of corporate religion received substantial encouragement from the Trump Administration. In October 2017, the Office of the Attorney General released a memorandum containing twenty “Principles of Religious Liberty.”\textsuperscript{44}

---

\textsuperscript{40} See Colombo, supra note 1, at 88; Vischer, supra note 22, at 179–205. Proponents of corporate religion emphasize the urgency of these religious interests. For starters, they note that for many serious believers, religious integration is not a mere preference. Instead, in their view, it is part and parcel of what it means to be faithful. They also point to several mainstream religious traditions in support of the idea that religion pervades the lives of believers. See Meese & Oman, supra note 1, at 296, 300; Colombo, supra note 1, at 18. Among their examples, proponents of corporate religion claim that Judaism requires adherents to apply the same ethical standards in their corporate roles as they do in their private lives. See Rienzi, supra note 1, at 68. The teachings of the Catholic Church strike a similar note, in their view, emphasizing that Church goals should not be sacrificed for the sake of profit. See Colombo, supra note 1, at 60; Rienzi, supra note 1, at 70–71. And as a final example, they note that Islam contains numerous and detailed religious requirements for those engaged in business. See Rienzi, supra note 1, at 72–73. Integrating faith and work, on this account, is not only a good idea—it is often religiously required.

\textsuperscript{41} 134 S. Ct. 2751 (2014).

\textsuperscript{42} Id. at 2768–69.

\textsuperscript{43} See, e.g., Lyman Johnson & David Millon, Corporate Law After \textit{Hobby Lobby}, 70 Bus. Law. 1 (2014); Ronald J. Colombo, Religious Conceptions of Corporate Purpose, 74 Wash. & Lee L. Rev. 813 (2017). The legal academy has, in some ways, been late to the game on corporate religion. For years, scholars in other academic fields have been writing about faith and business. Management scholars began writing about this topic decades ago. See, e.g., Timothy Fort, Religious Belief, Corporate Leadership, and Business Ethics, 33 Am. Bus. L.J. 451 (1996). In 2013, the \textit{Journal of Management Spirituality and Religion} celebrated its ten-year anniversary. And just last year, Princeton University’s Faith & Work Initiative, which “investigates the ways in which the resources of various religious traditions and spiritual identities shape and inform engagement with diverse workplace issues” did the same. See Princeton University Faith & Work Initiative, Overview, https://www.princeton.edu/~faithandwork/overview/ [https://perma.cc/LA6G-GVQF].

offers an expansive interpretation of federal law’s protection of religious organizations, including for-profit corporations.\textsuperscript{45} Since then, the Trump Administration has finalized rules exempting for-profit businesses with “religious beliefs or moral convictions” from the Affordable Care Act’s contraceptive coverage mandate\textsuperscript{46} and emphasized its continued commitment to a broad reading of \textit{Hobby Lobby}.\textsuperscript{47}

But not everyone is pleased with the rise of corporate religion.\textsuperscript{48} Indeed, many prominent scholars have questioned its normative desirability and, in particular, have cast doubt on whether businesses should be eligible for religious exemptions from general laws when those exemptions harm third parties.\textsuperscript{49} Yet even these skeptics of corporate

---

\textsuperscript{45} Id. at 4.  
religion seem to acknowledge the force of its cultural and legal momentum.\textsuperscript{50}

Working to counter such momentum, scholars and advocates have struggled to identify limiting principles for corporate religion. One reason for that struggle has been the difficulty in locating a doctrinal source of limiting principles that are tailored to religious businesses. Without such tailored principles, critics of corporate religion have been largely unable to resist its expansion.

The next Part seeks to fill this gap. It does so by first isolating a set of cases in which employees claim that for-profit companies impermissibly imposed religion.\textsuperscript{51} It then synthesizes these cases by reading them
together as a unified body of considered legal judgments rendered in response to similar factual circumstances. Finally, it attempts to extract and refine a set of principles that puts this body of doctrine in its most coherent and attractive light.

II. THE LIMITS OF CORPORATE RELIGION

This Part identifies three limiting principles for corporate religion: freedom of conscience, non-domination, and mutual respect. Although these principles may sound familiar, they have remained largely buried in odd doctrinal locations within American employment discrimination law. As a result, these principles are dimly perceived—and poorly cases involving co-worker religious harassment, see Berg, supra note 7, at 961, 990; Gregory, Religious Harassment, supra note 7, at 136; Schopf, supra note 7, at 52; Michael D. Moberly, Bad News for Those Proclaiming the Good News?: The Employer’s Ambiguous Duty to Accommodate Religious Proselytizing, 42 Santa Clara L. Rev. 1, 23, 25, 39 (2001); Kaminer, supra note 7, at 85; Gilmer & Anderson, supra note 7, at 331, 339–40. For discussion of cases involving external harassment, see Post, supra, at 194; see also Reed v. Great Lakes Cos., 330 F.3d 931, 933 (7th Cir. 2003) (involving claim of religious imposition by hotel Bible supplier).


53 For details on this interpretive methodology, see Ronald Dworkin, Law’s Empire (1986) (describing the role of “fit” and “justification” in legal interpretation); see also Nelson Tebbe, Religious Freedom in an Egalitarian Age 25–36 (2017) (defending a “coherentist” methodology). For far more critical approaches to the doctrine in this area, see, e.g., Berg, supra note 7, at 978, 987, 1006; Brierton, supra note 7, at 290, 308, 310; Jamar, supra note 7, at 805, 810–14; Kaminer, supra note 7, at 139, 142; Nichols, supra note 7, at 134, 143; Underkuffler, supra note 7, at 588, 618.

54 When employment discrimination law deals with religion, it typically does so in two circumstances: (1) a religious employee claims that her employer discriminated against her based on her religious beliefs or (2) a religious employee claims that her employer failed to reasonably accommodate her religious practices. See Mark A. Rothstein et al., Employment Law 264–67 (5th ed. 2015). But the corporate religion cases do not fit neatly into either of these categories. As a result, courts have handled these cases under various doctrinal labels—
understood—in conversations about corporate religion.\textsuperscript{55} The remainder of this Part develops the three related, yet distinct limiting principles and argues that they provide coherent and attractive guidance for governing the corporate workplace.

\textit{A. Freedom of Conscience}

The first principle embedded in corporate religion cases is employee freedom of conscience. Although freedom of conscience is commonly considered a fundamental aspect of liberal democracy,\textsuperscript{56} courts have explained that its doctrinal and normative appeal transcends the political sphere, reaching deep into the law of the American workplace. According to the conscience principle, employees may be subject to many incidents of corporate authority, but they should nevertheless retain considerable freedom to live in accordance with their deepest spiritual projects and commitments. The remainder of this section considers a wide array of employment practices that implicate employee conscience.\textsuperscript{57}

\textit{1. Coerced Religious Practices}

To begin with, courts deciding corporate religion cases have repeatedly held that companies may not coerce employees to participate in religious practices. The leading case is \textit{EEOC v. Townley Engineering & Manufacturing Co.}\textsuperscript{58} In \textit{Townley}, a manufacturer of mining equipment required employees to attend weekly devotional services.\textsuperscript{59} These services took place during work hours, and an employee’s failure to attend was considered tantamount to skipping work altogether.\textsuperscript{60} In a powerful

\begin{footnotes}
\item[57] The categories of infringement on employee conscience discussed in this section overlap to a considerable degree. As a result, several of the cases fit under more than one category.\textsuperscript{58} EEOC v. Townley Eng’g & Mfg. Co., 859 F.2d 610 (9th Cir. 1988).
\item[59] Id. at 611–12.
\item[60] Id.
\end{footnotes}
statement rejecting this practice as inconsistent with the law, the Ninth Circuit explained that “[p]rotecting an employee’s right to be free from forced observance of the religion of his employer is at the heart of Title VII’s prohibition against religious discrimination.”

The Townley case is now familiar, but it was not the first to limit a company’s power to coerce religious observance. More than a decade earlier, the Fifth Circuit highlighted the importance of employee conscience in Young v. Southwestern Savings & Loan Ass’n. In Young, a bank teller objected to her employer’s practice of starting monthly meetings with prayer. She claimed that “her freedom of conscience was being violated by forced attendance” at these meetings, and the Fifth Circuit agreed. Writing for the court, Judge Irving Goldberg started his opinion by noting that “Title VII[] has provided the courts with a means to preserve religious diversity from forced religious conformity.” Mandatory “prayer meetings,” in turn, were repugnant to conscience and therefore outside the bounds of permissible employment practices.

More recently, courts have extended the conscience principle to cover a wider variety of compelled religious performances in the corporate workplace. For example, in EEOC v. Preferred Management Corp., a home healthcare company required its employees to sign a statement confirming active support for the company’s religious values. At least one employee testified that she was uncomfortable with this requirement, but that she signed the statement “in order to keep her job.” In considering the employee’s claim, the court explained that the company’s actions interfered with her right to be free from religious imposition.

In EEOC v. United Health Programs of America, Inc., the court reached similar conclusions. United Health involved a discount medical plan provider who had arranged religious practices that “permeated the office environment.” Among other things, United Health’s employees

---

61 Id. at 620–21.
62 Young v. Sw. Sav. & Loan Ass’n, 509 F.2d 140 (5th Cir. 1975).
63 Id. at 142.
64 Id. at 142–43.
65 Id. at 141.
66 Id. at 144.
68 Id. at 825.
69 Id. at 825–27.
71 Id. at 386, 417.
were told to “hold hands, hug, kiss and express love” at workplace meetings. Employees claimed that these requirements constituted “coerced adherence” to the company’s preferred religion. And the court agreed that such claims, if proven at trial, would constitute “reverse religious discrimination.”

2. Indoctrination

In addition to resisting religious coercion in the workplace, the corporate religion cases also vindicate conscience principles by condemning employers’ attempts at religious indoctrination. For example, in McClure v. Sports & Health Club, Inc., the operator of a health-club chain repeatedly questioned employees about their religious beliefs and marital status. When the owners heard answers that did not conform to their own religious principles, they “preached at” employees for not living up to the company’s standards. In response to employees’ complaints, the McClure court noted that although “the owners share an evangelical fervor to proselytize or convert others to their beliefs,” such practices in the corporate workplace amount to illegal discrimination on the basis of religion.

Likewise, in Garcimonde-Fisher v. Area203 Marketing, LLC, the court rejected a marketing company’s efforts to indoctrinate its employees. The owner of Area203 was an evangelical Protestant who “believed his business should reflect his values.” In carrying forward this belief, he was “openly defiant about the extent to which he brought religion into the workplace.” One aspect of this defiance was subjecting employees to religious sermons about the evils of abortion and “homosexuals.” When company employees sued, claiming that the owner’s actions could interfere with their right to be free of religious indoctrination at work, the court found in the employees’ favor.

---

72 Id. at 417.
73 Id. at 391.
74 Id. at 405–19.
76 Id.
77 Id. at 847.
79 Id.
80 Id. at 832.
81 Id.
82 Id. at 841.
The *United Health* case also dealt with the issue of religious indoctrination. In addition to work rules that required chanting and expressions of love, employees were exposed to repeated religious “preaching.” Some employees were even expected to attend weekend retreats that were designed to promote “spiritual enlightenment.” These efforts by the company and its management to push a particular religious program on its employees were characterized as “imposing religious practices and beliefs” and strongly supported employees’ claim that they were victims of reverse religious discrimination.

In the *Preferred Management* case, the court described perhaps the most extensive program of indoctrination. Preferred Management was accused of “push[ing]” religion on its employees in a variety of ways: It sent religious newsletters, sponsored religious presentations and testimonials, designed work rules around religious principles, attempted to convert employees, showed religious videos at work, distributed Bible verses to employees, and designed training and “improvement” programs along religious lines. The *Preferred Management* court detailed these practices at great length, validating the EEOC’s claim that the company “routinely made their own religious values and preferences the guiding principals [sic] of daily work life.” This program of indoctrination, in turn, was more than enough to support a claim that the company had established a hostile work environment.

---

84 Id.
85 Id. at 409.
86 Id. at 391. In a similar case, *Yochum v. FJW Investment, Inc.*, the court found that a bathroom renovation company employee’s subjection to weekly training sessions that “consisted primarily of religious indoctrination and proselytizing” supported a finding of religious discrimination and constructive discharge. No. 2:11-0378, 2016 WL 1255289, at *1 (W.D. Pa. Mar. 31, 2016).
88 Id. at 778.
89 Id. at 789.
90 Id. at 818.
91 Id. at 819.
92 Id. at 825.
93 Id. at 835–36.
94 Id. at 839, 840, 842, 854.
95 Id. at 818.
96 Id. at 818–42.
3. Religious Evaluation

Beyond mandatory religious practices and explicit efforts at indoctrination, the corporate religion cases recognize that employee conscience can be threatened in more subtle ways. To begin with, courts have explained that when a company utilizes religious criteria in evaluating employees, those employees will feel significant pressure to conform to the company’s religion. For example, in McClure, the corporate owners made all employment decisions—including hiring, promotion, and termination—based on religiously grounded precepts. When the company conducted interviews, prospective employees were evaluated on the basis of whether they had a “teachable spirit.” Only born-again Christians were permitted to assume managerial positions. And employees were terminated for violation of work rules based on the Bible, including exhibiting a “non-joyful” attitude. The Supreme Court of Minnesota explained that these various practices infringed on the rights of those who did not share the owners’ religious beliefs.

Employees in Preferred Management made similar claims against their corporate employer. For example, the company gave a supervisor explicit instructions “to include ‘trust in the Lord’ as part of the employee evaluation process.” Likewise, management evaluated—and disciplined—employees on the basis of their conformity with the company’s “Mission and Values Statement,” which was religious in nature. In addition, workplace promotions were based in significant part on whether employees’ religious views were consistent with the owner’s.

In response to these allegations, the company’s owner claimed that none of its practices violated the law. But the court was incredulous, explaining that the owner “wants it both ways”—that is, she wants to “operate her for-profit enterprise openly according to religious precepts” and at the same time to deny that “her decisions were based on the very

98 Id.
99 Id.
100 Id. at 853.
101 Id. at 823.
103 Id. at 779.
104 Id. at 820.
105 Id. at 843.
religious values and practices that she esteems and seeks to institutionalize.\textsuperscript{107} To evaluate employees according to religious criteria, the court continued, counted as direct evidence of discrimination, even without the owner’s admission that her motivation was illegal.\textsuperscript{108}

4. Religious Expectations

The corporate religion cases also recognize that a company’s religious “expectations” can have subtly coercive effects. For example, in \textit{Garcimonde-Fisher},\textsuperscript{109} the court was highly skeptical of the idea that employee participation in the company’s religious programming was truly voluntary, given the deeply religious environment that the owner had established in the workplace.\textsuperscript{110} Despite the owner’s contention that there was no formal rule requiring employees to participate in the company’s religious practices, the court found that there was “[o]verwhelming pressure to conform” to the owner’s religion.\textsuperscript{111}

Indeed, the \textit{Garcimonde-Fisher} court could detect little difference between this form of pressure and the outright coercion of employees in \textit{Townley}.\textsuperscript{112} In both cases, courts saw that employees were faced with a Hobson’s choice: “My religion or my job?”\textsuperscript{113} The \textit{Garcimonde-Fisher} court found such a dilemma unacceptable, insisting that the law “forbids employers from forcing employees to make this choice whether overtly or covertly.”\textsuperscript{114}

Similarly, the \textit{United Health} court was sensitive to the power of an employer’s religious expectations.\textsuperscript{115} In \textit{United Health}, company managers frequently distributed religious materials and encouraged workplace devotions.\textsuperscript{116} Although management did not promulgate any official rule making these devotions mandatory, the court noted that at least one employee “felt obligated” to read the company’s religious messages and participate in workplace prayers.\textsuperscript{117} This feeling of

\begin{footnotes}
\item[107] Id.
\item[108] Id. at 844 (evaluating the employees’ claims under a disparate treatment analysis).
\item[110] Id. at 840.
\item[111] Id.
\item[112] Id. at 840. See id.
\item[113] Id.
\item[114] Id.
\item[116] Id. at 407–19.
\item[117] Id. at 415.
\end{footnotes}
obligation, in turn, operated in much the same manner as an explicit company policy making those religious practices mandatory.

In *Erdmann v. Tranquility Inc.*, the court carefully explained how powerful employer expectations can be, even when employers insist that participation in religious activities is voluntary.\(^{118}\) In *Erdmann*, the owner and operator of a for-profit assisted living facility conducted daily prayers after morning meetings.\(^{119}\) The owner testified that it was her custom to inform employees that their participation in these prayers was not required. But when the owner asked a dissenting employee to say the daily prayers and she refused, the employee testified that the owner “appeared offended.”\(^{120}\) When paired with the owner’s infusion of religion into the company’s daily environment, the court had little trouble perceiving how even such non-verbal pressure could significantly interfere with employee conscience.\(^{121}\)

The *Preferred Management* court struck similar notes regarding the coercive power of employer expectations.\(^{122}\) Much like in *Erdmann*, the company in *Preferred Management* insisted that employees were free to opt out of the company’s extensive religious programming.\(^{123}\) But the court saw right through this technical contention. While acknowledging that there was no written policy requiring employees to participate, the court noted that the owner’s expectations could amount to “a form of coercion—more subtle, perhaps, than an express policy on pain of discharge, but no less coercive.”\(^{124}\) That is, a company’s expectations become requirements when they are backed by the implicit threat of consequences for failure to comply.\(^{125}\)

5. Mixing Religion and Business

The corporate religion cases also explain how the mixture of religion and ordinary business affairs can constitute yet another form of subtle coercion. For example, in *Blalock v. Metal Trades, Inc.*, the owner of an engineering company encouraged one of his employees to obey orders

\(^{118}\) *Erdmann v. Tranquility Inc.*, 155 F. Supp. 2d 1152 (N.D. Cal. 2001).

\(^{119}\) Id. at 1157.

\(^{120}\) Id. at 1158.

\(^{121}\) Id. at 1162–66.


\(^{123}\) Id.

\(^{124}\) Id.

\(^{125}\) Id.
issued by the owner’s own spiritual guide. At first, the employee agreed, but soon decided that he wished to distance himself from that relationship. Unhappy with this turn of events, the owner informed the employee that he was “laid off” until he made amends with the guide. Although the employee pleaded with the owner not to mix his religion into business affairs, the owner refused, stating that the employee had “full knowledge and understanding that Metal Trades is a Christian Company and our rule book is the word of God, or the Bible.” In characterizing this situation, the Blalock court found that the company “spun an entangled web of work, religion and personal relationships.” This entangled web, in turn, pressured employees to conform to the company’s religion and thereby constituted illegal discrimination.

Garcimonde-Fisher involved a similar mixture of religion and official business, leading the court to similar legal conclusions. In Garcimonde-Fisher, the company pervasively integrated religion into its affairs, sponsoring religious presentations, chaplains, decorations, and prayers during work hours. But even meetings that were ostensibly for “work” began with religious prayers. The court explained that by keeping close tabs on those who chose not to participate in these prayers, the owner strongly conveyed the notion that negative employment consequences could follow from employees’ lack of religious enthusiasm.

6. Religious Favoritism

Finally, the corporate religion cases describe how religious favoritism can infringe on employee conscience. The Blalock case provides a stark example. Recall that when the employee in Blalock began working for Metal Trades, he enjoyed a close religious relationship with the company’s owner. On the basis of that relationship, the employee received preferential treatment. But when the employee began to change his religious views, he fell out of favor and was eventually discharged. Despite the fact that the employee’s performance was substandard when

126 Blalock v. Metal Trades, Inc., 775 F.2d 703, 704–05 (6th Cir. 1985).
127 Id. at 705.
128 Id. at 705–06.
129 Id. at 708 (quoting the district court).
130 Id.
132 Id. at 831–33.
133 Id. at 838.
134 Id.
he was terminated, the court found that according him preferential treatment on the basis of religion interfered with his rights.\textsuperscript{135}

The \textit{United Health} court went even further in illustrating the problems with religious favoritism in the workplace. In \textit{United Health}, the court found that the company had given “favorable treatment to employees subscribing to the religious beliefs of the employer.”\textsuperscript{136} But when some of those favored employees began pulling away from the company’s spiritual activities, they were terminated.\textsuperscript{137} It was not hard for the court to perceive the power of such contingent religious preferences and how they could interfere with employees’ ability to follow their own conscientious commitments, wherever they may lead.\textsuperscript{138}

***

Taken together, the corporate religion cases provide strong support for the conscience principle. When a company takes on its own religious identity, employee conscience can be jeopardized in a variety of ways, from coercing participation in religious practices to religious indoctrination to the application of several more subtle forms of pressure to conform to the company’s religious orthodoxy. Under the banner of combating employment discrimination, courts hearing corporate religion cases have protected employee conscience from these various forms of religious imposition.

\textbf{B. Non-domination}

The second major principle embedded in the corporate religion cases is non-domination. The non-domination principle is concerned with limiting the arbitrary use of employer power. This principle does not hold that employer power is always problematic or abusive. To the contrary, it concedes that corporate employers may—and often must—police workplaces in the interest of efficient production. But at the same time, the cases recognize that there are limits to the scope of employer power,

\textsuperscript{135} Blalock v. Metal Trades, Inc., 775 F.2d 703, 708–09 (6th Cir. 1985).
\textsuperscript{136} EEOC v. United Health Programs of Am., Inc., 213 F. Supp. 3d 377, 408 (E.D.N.Y. 2016).
\textsuperscript{137} Id. at 409–10.
\textsuperscript{138} Id. at 413–17. For another corporate religion case discussing religious favoritism, see Noyes v. Kelly Servs., 488 F.3d 1163, 1172 (9th Cir. 2007) (holding that religious favoritism toward co-religionists supported reverse religious discrimination claim against an office staffing company).
and that those limits are tied to the business rationales for organizing production through firms in the first place.

1. Domination at Work

Once again, Townley is a leading case.\textsuperscript{139} Although the Townley court was concerned with employee conscience,\textsuperscript{140} it was careful not to ignore the interests of the business itself. More specifically, the court explained that a business need not suffer significant hardship to accommodate employee conscience.\textsuperscript{141} But at the same time, the court emphasized that the company must demonstrate that such hardship would have an “adverse impact on the conduct of the business.”\textsuperscript{142}

According to the Townley court, this business limitation on the use of corporate authority is baked into Title VII itself. The court explained that the statute “posits a gain-seeking employer” concerned with “promoting its economic efficiency.”\textsuperscript{143} Moreover, the court explained that this is a “legitimate supposition with respect to corporate employers.”\textsuperscript{144} And so, according to the Townley court, a business’s need to control the workplace may trump employee conscience in any number of circumstances, but only when that control is premised on reasons related to the economic logic of the corporate workplace. The flip side of this limitation is that the company is not permitted to enforce its own religious views. Stripping an employer of such enforcement power may restrict its autonomy, but a company’s complaints about such a restriction are “irrelevant if it has no effect on [the company’s] economic well-being.”\textsuperscript{145}

\textsuperscript{139} EEOC v. Townley Eng’g & Mfg. Co., 859 F.2d 610 (9th Cir. 1988).
\textsuperscript{140} See supra notes 58–61 and accompanying discussion.
\textsuperscript{141} Id.
\textsuperscript{142} Id. at 615.
\textsuperscript{143} Id. at 616.
\textsuperscript{144} Id.
\textsuperscript{145} Id. One might be inclined to question whether the recent rise of corporate religion described in Part I renders the Townley court’s “gain-seeking employer” anachronistic. But a close reading of Townley reveals that by positing a gain-seeking employer, the court was not merely reporting on an empirical regularity, either at the time Title VII was passed or at the time of the decision. Instead, the court was offering a moral reading of Title VII, which says that the best account of the statutory scheme assumes weaker religious interests among corporate employers. The best evidence for this view is that the Townley court explicitly acknowledged the sincerity of the owner’s religious beliefs with regard to integrating religious practices in the workplace and yet denied that those sincere beliefs entitled the company to a religious exemption from Title VII. See id. at 621.
The *McClure* court expressed a similar idea about the limits of corporate authority. Much like in *Townley*, the corporate owners in *McClure* wanted to extend their control over the workplace so as to enforce their own view of religious piety. And once again, the *McClure* court was sensitive to the owners’ interests, conceding that state antidiscrimination law “infringes upon sincerely held religious beliefs and imposes upon the free exercise thereof.” Yet in the “economic arena,” the *McClure* court found that enforcement of religious conformity would erect yet another “irrelevant barrier . . . to the main decision of competence to perform the work.”

A recent case, *Mathis v. Christian Heating & Air Conditioning, Inc.*, crystallizes the link between legitimate exercise of employer power and the employer’s business interests. In *Mathis*, an HVAC company fired an employee because he refused to remove a piece of tape he had placed over a religious message on the back of his company nametag. The company moved for summary judgement, claiming that it would suffer an undue hardship if it had to “suppress[]” its religious beliefs. But the court rejected that argument, noting that the company “presented no evidence showing that its business would suffer or be made more difficult if it permitted plaintiff to cover the mission statement.” Importantly, the court never questioned whether the company could use its authority to require employees to wear nametags—a practice with a clear and close nexus to business objectives. Yet it refused to accept the company’s extension of that power to secure support for its religious expression.

2. *Domination Outside the Workplace*

The non-domination principle also prevents corporate employers from extending their authority to enforce religious conformity outside the workplace. In *United Health*, for example, an employee claimed that the company had ordered her to move her residence so that the managers

---

147 Id. at 853.
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150 Id. at 320–23.
151 Id. at 333.
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could be her family. In assessing evidence against the company, the court explained that this “religious dictate” contributed to a finding of illegal religious discrimination.

The non-domination principle also informed the court’s decision in Erdmann. In Erdmann, the court recounted how the company tried to exert religious control over various aspects of an employee’s life. For example, the court considered evidence that the owner pressured the employee to “give up his homosexuality and become a Mormon.” It also noted that the company appeared to tell the employee to reveal private details about his sex life so that other employees would not assume that he was promiscuous. Such employer overreach, according to the Erdmann court, supported a finding of religious harassment based on a hostile work environment.

Sarenpa v. Express Images Inc. provides yet another example of resistance to employer domination outside the workplace. In Express Images, the court described efforts by company managers to convince an employee that he should reconsider his decision to leave his wife. After seeing the employee with another woman, the owners of the company confronted him and told him that “there was never a reason for adultery.” Just as in United Health and Erdmann, the Express Images court found that the corporate employer was impermissibly attempting to extend its authority beyond its legitimate economic scope.

Finally, in Mathis, the court was troubled by the company’s attempt to influence an employee’s religious behavior outside the office. In addition to requiring its employee to wear a nametag with a religious message, the company also repeatedly pressured him to attend church.
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154 Id. at 408–10.
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In finding that the employee’s retaliation claim survived a motion for summary judgment, the court had no trouble concluding that such pressure, if proven at trial, would be unlawful under Title VII.166

3. Paying for (Religious) Performance?

To be sure, corporate employers have resisted the idea that their authority is limited in these ways. In several of the corporate religion cases, companies have advanced some version of the claim that they pay for employees’ time and can therefore do whatever they want with it.167 In Townley, for example, the company insisted that “[e]mployees are paid for their time while attending [religious] services.”168 Amplifying this point in dissent, Judge John T. Noonan observed that the religious services “took place on company property during company time.”169

Indeed, the corporate employer in McClure went even further, insisting that the terms of the employment contract required complete employee submission.170 In other words, the company argued that it was legally entitled to have employees conform their private lives, including their family and marital relationships, to the company’s religious views.171 Writing in dissent, Justice Peterson sharpened this point, arguing that the company should not be forced to “subsidize [immoral relationships] with employment” and should be entitled to insist on “submission to authority.”172 Lying barely beneath the surface of these statements is the notion that an employee’s salary pays for religious compliance.

But courts have resisted this expansive use of economic leverage over employees. In Townley, the court emphatically rejected the notion that an employer is entitled to religious subservience in return for paying an employee’s salary.173 And in McClure, the court similarly denounced the
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166 Id. at 334.
168 Townley, 859 F.2d at 612.
169 Id. at 622 (Noonan, J., dissenting).
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172 Id. at 858 (Peterson, J., dissenting).
173 EEOC v. Townley Eng’g & Mfg. Co., 859 F.2d 610, 615–17 (9th Cir. 1988).
claim that corporate employers can demand “submissiveness” and “obedience” over all matters.\(^{174}\)

More specifically, the corporate religion cases stand for the idea that exercising corporate authority requires a legitimate economic justification. In *Young*, for example, an employee’s request to be excused from religiously infused business meetings was met with the response that “it was a part of her job to attend.”\(^{175}\) The court found that such an attitude on the part of the corporate employer amounted not to a reasonable balance of an employer’s business needs and an employee’s rights, but instead to a demand of “unconditional surrender to the company policy of compulsory attendance at religious services.”\(^{176}\)

Similarly, in *McClure*, the company insisted that employees surrender not only their time and effort while at work, but also their entire personalities.\(^{177}\) For example, employees were required to comply with religious work rules “in a cheerful and obedient spirit,”\(^{178}\) reflecting a high degree of “submissiveness.”\(^{179}\) Justice Peterson’s dissent defended this demand for complete submission to the employer’s will on the grounds that “an employer is entitled to the undivided loyalty of its representatives.”\(^{180}\) But the majority in *McClure* rejected this anachronistic conception of employment, according to which corporate employers are masters and employees are put in a position of subservience and tutelage.\(^{181}\)

The *Blalock* case also involved an employee’s claim that he was terminated over failure to live up to the company’s religious expectations for his private life.\(^{182}\) To support this claim, the employee produced a letter in which the company defended its decision to terminate him on the grounds that he refused “to submit himself to those in authority over him and the Bible makes it clear that we are to be in submission.”\(^{183}\) The court
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\(^{174}\) *McClure*, 370 N.W. 2d at 847–48.
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found, however, that such demands of ultimate submission are inconsistent with the law.\textsuperscript{184}

Finally, in Preferred Management, employees were expected to be in complete submission to their employer’s will.\textsuperscript{185} The Preferred Management court recounted one instance in which an employee complained about religion in the workplace, and the owner responded that “her kind was the hardest kind to break.”\textsuperscript{186} Another employee observed that “as far as religious views were concerned, ‘it was [the owner’s] way or the highway.’”\textsuperscript{187} In short, the company expected not only productive labor from its employees, but also unconditional religious surrender. But the court in Preferred Management was clear that such unconditional surrender was not a permissible term of corporate employment.\textsuperscript{188}

In Young, McClure, Blalock, and Preferred Management, courts could not perceive any significant relationship between the companies’ expansive assertions of religious authority and the efficient operation of their economic affairs. Instead, these courts saw only impermissible efforts to dominate employees’ wills.\textsuperscript{189} These cases, then, reflect the idea that neo-feudal notions of employer dominion, in which employees “bow and scrape” for the favor of their employers, are deeply antithetical to the law’s commitment to worker freedom and dignity.\textsuperscript{190}

The corporate religion cases, in short, show that companies are not permitted to extend their authority over workers indefinitely. Companies are forbidden from leveraging their considerable economic power to achieve employees’ religious compliance, whether those employees are at work or outside the office. And while a salary may pay for many things, it does not entitle companies to dominate employees’ deepest projects and commitments.

\textsuperscript{184} Id. at 713 (remanding case to the district court).
\textsuperscript{186} Id. at 821.
\textsuperscript{187} Id.
\textsuperscript{188} Id. at 818–24.
\textsuperscript{189} See, e.g., id. at 821, 823, 830, 835.
C. Mutual Respect

The corporate religion cases contain a third major principle, namely, mutual respect. The idea of mutual respect may seem abstract at first, but it springs from recognition that participants in the modern business world hold diverse and irreconcilable views on the deepest religious, philosophical, and moral questions. Rather than viewing this diversity of deep commitments as a problem for social cohesion, the principle of mutual respect instead encourages a spirit of reciprocity and equal dignity.

1. Reciprocity

In a powerful and enduring passage, the *Townley* court captured the idea of reciprocity in the face of diversity. The court explained that when employees do not share their company’s religion, “Title VII attempts to reach a mutual accommodation of the conflicting religious practices.” 191 This mutual accommodation, according to the *Townley* court, “is consistent with the First Amendment’s goal of ensuring religious freedom in a society with many different religions and religious groups.” 192 On this view, we have strong reasons to let others determine for themselves what is most important in life, provided that they do the same for us, and to resist the temptation to leverage economic advantages in service of religious ends.

Similarly, the *McClure* court emphasized the need for mutual respect and toleration in a diverse modern workplace. It observed that “[i]n a pluralistic and democratic society, government has a responsibility to insure that all its citizens have equal opportunity for employment, promotion, and job retention without having to overcome the artificial and largely irrelevant barriers occurring from gender, status, or beliefs . . . .” 193 Consistent with the rest of antidiscrimination law, the *McClure* court urged companies not to indoctrinate or proselytize employees, but instead to focus on their “competence to perform the work.” 194
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191 EEOC v. Townley Eng’g & Mfg. Co., 859 F.2d 610, 621 (9th Cir. 1988).
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2. Equal Dignity

Perhaps most importantly, courts have blocked the path of religious companies that attempt to deny employees equal dignity by denigrating or disparaging them on the basis of their deepest commitments. Examples from the corporate religion cases abound. For starters, in Preferred Management, the company engaged in numerous acts of overt religious disparagement. These acts ranged from telling an employee that she would “burn in hell forever” to calling non-conforming employees “vain sinner[s]” to repeatedly referring to those same employees as “broken people” with “wounded spirits.” Employees testified that these comments led to feelings of “ostracism,” “marginalization,” and “the sense of having been cast out or excluded.” Crediting that testimony, the court explained that it supported a finding that nonconforming employees experienced “intimidating or humiliating” conditions at work.

Similarly, in Meltebeke v. Bureau of Labor & Industries, the owner of a painting company explicitly disparaged an employee on the basis of his religion. For example, the employee was told multiple times that he was “a sinner who would go to hell.” And in an attempt to justify its religious preferences in hiring, the company claimed that employees who do not share the owner’s religious beliefs would be more likely to commit theft. According to the court, the employer’s arguments trying to justify its religious practices were “not well taken.”

Finally, in Garcimonde-Fisher, the corporate employer denigrated employees based on their acceptance of different Christian beliefs. For example, several employees were told that they were using the wrong version of the Bible. These employees were also informed that they were “not the right kind of Christian.” In short, anyone not sharing the precise religious beliefs of the employer was subject to ridicule. But the
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court held that such ridicule, in a religiously diverse workplace, supported employees’ hostile work environment claims.\(^{206}\)

3. Respect or Regret?

Although the principle of mutual respect is ingrained in the corporate religion cases, it is only one possible reaction to increasing religious diversity. Critics of the mutual respect principle have resisted the idea that religious diversity should be celebrated—or at least tolerated—on the grounds that such diversity makes it more difficult to get along with each other and to share values as a community. For proponents of this view, the proper response to growing religious diversity is not mutual respect, but instead moral regret.

\(^{206}\) Id. at 837–41. In the time since these cases were decided, the concern for equal dignity in a diverse, modern workplace has only grown more pressing. In the last decade, the American workplace has come to see unprecedented levels of religious pluralism, which has largely tracked societal trends more generally. See Dallan F. Flake, Religious Discrimination Based on Employer Misperception, 2016 Wis. L. Rev. 87, 92 (“The growing diversity of religions in American society is likewise evident in its workforce.”); see also Survey Report, Society for Human Resource Management, Religion and Corporate Culture: Accommodating Religious Diversity in the Workplace 5–6 (2008), https://www.shrm.org/hr-today/trends-and-forecasting/research-and-surveys/Documents/08-0625ReligionSR_updtFINAL.pdf [https://perma.cc/Y9WA-QAAQ] (discussing data on religious diversity in the workplace). For example, over the last ten years there has been a significant decline in the percentage of Americans who profess Christian beliefs. Pew Research Ctr., America’s Changing Religious Landscape 3 (2015). During that same time, there has also been a sharp rise in the number of Americans who do not identify with any particular religious tradition. See id. at 30. That trend has been especially stark among those who identify as atheist or agnostic. Id. at 10. This phenomenon, often referred to as the “rise of the nones,” has been so dramatic that, as a group, the religiously unaffiliated are now second in size only to evangelical Protestants in the United States. Id. at 3, 32. The last decade has also seen a significant uptick in the number of Americans professing non-Christian faiths, especially among Muslims and Hindus. Since 2007, for example, the number of Muslims in the United States has more than doubled according to the best available estimates. Id. at 28. And, due to difficulties in collecting data in this area, these estimates likely understate the current size of the overall Muslim population. Id. But even among Christians, diversity is the order of the day. That is, even within the purportedly “dominant” religious tradition in the United States, there are innumerable differences in denominational affiliation and creedal commitment. For example, researchers divide Protestants into more than a dozen subcategories—including Baptist, Methodist, Lutheran, and Presbyterian. Id. at 38. These subcategories, moreover, tend to gloss over significant differences and variations within each named group. For example, they do not account for the considerable differences between the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America (ELCA), see https://www.elca.org/ [https://perma.cc/XE9V-5NQR], and the Lutheran Church—Missouri Synod, see https://www.lcms.org/ [https://perma.cc/4K4G-G7A3].
This attitude of moral regret is palpable in Justice Peterson’s *McClure* dissent.\(^{207}\) For example, Justice Peterson quotes at length theologians who lament our “secular and pluralistic republic,” which poses “a problem when it comes to reaching people and reforming society.”\(^{208}\) He even accuses the state attorney general of “com[ing] close to defaming Jesus” in trying to enforce the state’s antidiscrimination laws.\(^{209}\) Justice Peterson’s account, in turn, poses a serious challenge to the principle of mutual respect. If religious diversity is best regarded as an impediment to community, as his dissent implies, then antidiscrimination law’s goal of preserving that diversity is fundamentally misguided.

But courts hearing corporate religion cases have had good reason to reject this view. They have recognized that most employees join a corporate workplace to share in the mutual benefits of economic cooperation. In doing so, employees bring with them a wide variety of deep commitments and projects, shaped by their own individual processes of identity formation. Courts have understood that corporate employees, when exercising their moral powers conscientiously, should not be expected to come to the same conclusions about religion.\(^{210}\)

Instead, the corporate religion cases treat deep pluralism of constitutive projects and commitments as the inevitable result of living in a free society. And these cases have concluded, as a consequence, that the proper attitude with regard to that pluralism is not moral regret, but instead mutual respect.\(^{211}\) The mutual respect principle recognizes that
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\(^{208}\) Id. at 860 (Peterson, J., dissenting).

\(^{209}\) Id. at 859 (Peterson, J., dissenting).

\(^{210}\) Rather than argue that increasing religious diversity is a matter of moral regret, a critic might instead make the more modest claim that such diversity is best accommodated on an institutional level. On this account, the fact of religious pluralism means that we need to have a diversity of mediating institutions—including for-profit businesses—that respond to it. But given the wide variety in people’s religious projects and commitments, it seems unlikely that the market would supply jobs that match employees’ skills and their precise religious preferences. And even if the variety of religious businesses could match the variety of individual religious commitments, the institutional pluralist strategy would need to assume away monopsony power in labor markets and employees’ firm-specific investments for its sorting mechanism to produce desirable outcomes. For further discussion of this point, see James D. Nelson, *The Trouble with Corporate Conscience*, 71 Vand. L. Rev. 1655, 1684–85 (2018).

\(^{211}\) See supra notes 191–206 and accompanying text. For more on the idea of mutual respect, see Rawls, supra note 56, at xvii, 36; Martha C. Nussbaum, *Perfectionist Liberalism and Political Liberalism*, 39 Phil. & Pub. Aff. 3, 16 (2011); Colin Bird, *Mutual Respect and Neutral*
employers may have serious religious commitments, but it forbids them from engaging in religious proselytization and denigration in the workplace.

III. CORPORATE DIESTABLISHMENT

The previous Part developed three limiting principles for corporate religion: freedom of conscience, non-domination, and mutual respect. These principles emerge from cases involving employee challenges to their companies’ religious practices. This Part argues that the limiting principles embedded in the corporate religion cases resemble a central strand of Establishment Clause doctrine and theory that prohibits state imposition of religion. It then argues that this convergence of limiting principles should not be surprising, given structural similarities between corporate and state power, and attempts to situate the idea of corporate disestablishment within the larger practice of extending compelling constitutional values to the private workplace.

A. Establishment Clause Symmetry

In Everson v. Board of Education of the Township of Ewing, the Supreme Court set forth the central organizing principles of modern Establishment Clause jurisprudence.\(^\text{212}\) Among its core precepts, the Everson Court explained that the government may not “force nor influence a person to go to or to remain away from church against his will or force him to profess a belief or disbelief in any religion.”\(^\text{213}\) To do so would amount to enforcing religious orthodoxy, which is constitutionally forbidden.\(^\text{214}\) That is, the Everson Court explained that whatever else it
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\(^{212}\) 330 U.S. 1 (1947).

\(^{213}\) Id. at 15.

\(^{214}\) See id. at 15–16; see also Lee v. Weisman, 505 U.S. 577, 587, 591–92 (1992) (discussing Everson); W. Va. State Bd. of Educ. v. Barnette, 319 U.S. 624, 642 (1943) (“If there is any fixed star in our constitutional constellation, it is that no official, high or petty, can prescribe what shall be orthodox in politics, nationalism, religion, or other matters of opinion or force citizens to confess by word or act their faith therein.”).
might cover, at the very least the Establishment Clause bars the government from imposing religion on its citizens.\footnote{See Schwarz, supra note 11. Scholars and courts continue to debate the outer boundaries of the Establishment Clause. For example, the question whether pure religious “endorsements,” absent coercion, amount to Establishment Clause violations remains in hot contention. See, e.g., Town of Greece v. Galloway, 572 U.S. 565 (2014) (holding that town’s legislative prayer does not violate the Establishment Clause); Elmbrook Sch. Dist. v. Doe, 573 U.S. 922, 922–926 (2014) (Scalia, J., dissenting from denial of certiorari) (arguing that Town of Greece rejected the “endorsement test”); Gary J. Simson, Religious Arguments by Citizens to Influence Public Policy: The Lessons of the Establishment Clause, 66 Mercer L. Rev. 273, 288–308 (2015) (disputing Justice Scalia’s claim that the Supreme Court has abandoned the “endorsement test”).}

Following Everson, the Supreme Court’s Establishment Clause cases have elaborated this central meaning in terms of conscience, non-domination, and mutual respect. Beginning with freedom of conscience, the Court in Abington School District v. Schempp amplified Everson’s core message of religious liberty, stating that “[n]othing but the most telling of personal experiences in religious persecution suffered by our forebears . . . could have planted our belief in liberty of religious opinion any more deeply in our heritage.”\footnote{374 U.S. 203, 214 (1963) (citation omitted).} This account of conscience drew heavily on the views of James Madison, Thomas Jefferson, and Roger Williams. In fact, the Schempp Court went so far as to say that “the views of Madison and Jefferson, preceded by Roger Williams, came to be incorporated not only in the Federal Constitution but likewise in those of most of our States.”\footnote{Id. (footnote omitted).}

As for Madison’s views on religious liberty, his famous Memorial and Remonstrance Against Religious Assessments remains the canonical text.\footnote{James Madison, Memorial and Remonstrance Against Religious Assessments, in James Madison, Writings 29, 29–36 (Jack N. Rakove ed., 1999).} In the Memorial, Madison protested the Virginia legislature’s efforts to levy a tax in support of clergy. Finding that such a tax would pose grave threats to citizens’ liberty, Madison wrote that “[t]he Religion
then of every man must be left to the conviction and conscience of every man; and it is the right of every man to exercise it as these may dictate.”219

For Madison, freedom of conscience was a “sacred” right, no less important than any of our other political freedoms.220

Jefferson’s views on freedom of conscience ran along similar lines. In his preface to the Virginia Bill for Establishing Religious Freedom, for example, Jefferson wrote that “no man . . . shall be enforced, restrained, molested, or burthened in his body or goods, nor shall otherwise suffer, on account of his religious opinions or belief; but that all men shall be free to profess, and by argument to maintain, their opinions in matters of religion . . . .”221 Like Madison’s Memorial, Jefferson’s preface—and the conscience principles contained therein—has proven enormously influential in the Court’s understanding of the Establishment Clause.222

Perhaps the clearest modern articulation of the Establishment Clause’s conscience principle came in Wallace v. Jaffree.223 In the course of striking down Alabama’s moment-of-silence law, the Wallace Court explained that “the First Amendment was adopted to curtail the power of Congress to interfere with the individual’s freedom to believe, to worship, and to express himself in accordance with the dictates of his own conscience.”224 Relying heavily on Madison’s Memorial, the Wallace Court emphasized that freedom of conscience was not limited to “the individual’s freedom to choose his own creed,” but extended naturally to “his right to refrain from accepting the creed established by the majority,”225 including “the right to select any religious faith or none at all.”226 Going even further, the Wallace Court explained that freedom of conscience is not only central to the Establishment Clause, but “unifies the various Clauses in the First Amendment.”227

Through the years, the Supreme Court has explored several more specific aspects of the conscience principle. In Torcaso v. Watkins, for
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example, the Court confronted the issue of forced religious conformity.\footnote{\textsuperscript{228}} In \textit{Torcaso}, the Governor of Maryland had appointed Roy Torcaso as a notary public, but the state withheld his commission because he refused to declare belief in God.\footnote{\textsuperscript{229}} Quoting \textit{Everson}, the \textit{Torcaso} Court reaffirmed that the government may not force a person “to profess a belief or disbelief in any religion.”\footnote{\textsuperscript{230}} Such forced religious conformity, according to the Court, is patently unconstitutional.\footnote{\textsuperscript{231}}

The Supreme Court has also condemned explicit efforts at religious indoctrination, particularly in the context of public schools.\footnote{\textsuperscript{232}} In \textit{McCollum v. Board of Education}, for example, the Court struck down an Illinois public school program that provided weekly religious instruction in the classroom.\footnote{\textsuperscript{233}} This program, according to Justice Frankfurter’s concurrence, “actively further[ed] inculcation in the religious tenets of some faiths,” which violates the Constitution.\footnote{\textsuperscript{234}}

The Court has also been attentive to less direct methods of religious imposition. In the \textit{Schempp} case, for example, the Court considered an Establishment Clause challenge to a Pennsylvania statute that provided for Bible readings in public schools.\footnote{\textsuperscript{235}} Although these Bible readings took place at the beginning of every school day, there was a procedure by which students could be excused if their parents so desired.\footnote{\textsuperscript{236}} The \textit{Schempp} Court recognized that the excusal procedure made it so that these daily prayers were not technically mandatory, but held that this

\footnotesize{\bibliography{references}}
feature of Pennsylvania’s statute made little difference. As Justice Brennan explained in his concurrence, “by requiring what is tantamount in the eyes of teachers and schoolmates to a profession of disbelief, or at least of nonconformity, the [excusal] procedure may well deter those children who do not wish to participate for any reason based upon the dictates of conscience . . . .”

In *Lee v. Weisman*, the Court reaffirmed the notion that indirect pressure toward religious conformity can be just as powerful as outright religious coercion. In *Weisman*, the Court had to decide whether inclusion of prayers during a middle school graduation violated the Establishment Clause. Writing for the Court, Justice Kennedy explained that the prayer at issue was technically voluntary, in that attendance at the graduation ceremony was not required for students to receive their diplomas. Yet despite this technicality, the Court found that participation in the ceremony—and therefore the religious prayer—was “in a fair and real sense obligatory.” The indirect pressure felt by students who found themselves in this situation, the Court concluded, was “as real as any overt compulsion.”

The Court’s Establishment Clause jurisprudence also reflects deep concern for religious preferences or favoritism and the accompanying disadvantages felt by religious minorities. In *Wallace*, for example, the Alabama legislature inserted the words “or voluntary prayer” in its otherwise facially neutral moment-of-silence law. This insertion, according the Court, was meant to “characterize prayer as a favored practice.” Finding that such favoritism violates the Establishment Clause, the Court observed that “[w]hen the power, prestige and financial support of government is placed behind a particular religious belief, the indirect coercive pressure upon religious minorities to conform to the prevailing officially approved religion is plain.”
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In addition to protecting individual conscience, the Court’s Establishment Clause jurisprudence parallels the non-domination principle from the corporate religion cases. In *Engel v. Vitale*, for example, the Court found that New York’s daily school prayers were unconstitutional,247 invoking Madison’s worry about the creeping nature of uncontrolled state power.248 Quoting the *Memorial*, the Court declared that “[i]t is proper to take alarm at the first experiment on our liberties. . . . Who does not see that the same authority which can establish Christianity, in exclusion of all other Religions, may establish with the same ease any particular sect of Christians, in exclusion of all other Sects?”249 In support of the non-domination principle, the Court continued to quote Madison, writing “[t]hat the same authority which can force a citizen to contribute three pence only of his property for the support of any one establishment, may force him to conform to any other establishment in all cases whatsoever[.]”250 Like Madison, the *Engel* Court was sensitive to the tendency of uncontrolled power to grow to its outer limits.251

Only a year later, the *Schempp* Court had occasion to echo *Engel*—and Madison.252 Writing for the Court, Justice Clark acknowledged that Pennsylvania’s Bible readings may have seemed like “relatively minor encroachments.”253 But drawing on Madisonian worries about abuse of power, he then issued the stern warning that what is “today a trickling stream may all too soon become a raging torrent.”254

In the Court’s view, the problem with state power over religion is not only one of expansiveness, but also of legitimacy. In *McCollum*, for example, the Court was adamant that public schools are not proper authorities for religious instruction.255 As Justice Frankfurter explained in

248 Id. at 436.
249 Id. (quoting James Madison, Memorial and Remonstrance Against Religious Assessments, *in* 2 The Writings of Madison 183, 185–86 (Gaillard Hunt ed., 1901)).
250 Id. (quoting James Madison, Memorial and Remonstrance Against Religious Assessments, *in* 2 The Writings of Madison 183, 186 (Gaillard Hunt ed., 1901)).
251 See also James Madison, Memorial and Remonstrance Against Religious Assessments, *in* James Madison: Writings 29, 33 (Jack N. Rakove ed., 1999) (“Distant as it may be in its present form from the Inquisition, it differs from it only in degree. The one is the first step, the other the last in the career of intolerance.”).
253 Id. at 225.
254 Id. (citing James Madison, Memorial and Remonstrance Against Religious Assessments, *in* 2 Writings of Madison 183, 185 (1901)).
concurrency, public schools were designed for matters other than religious teaching, “leaving to the individual’s church and home, indoctrination in the faith of his choice.”\footnote{Id. at 217 (Frankfurter, J., concurring).} \footnote{Id. at 225-26. As described in note 206 supra, American religious diversity is even more pronounced today.} The \textit{Schempp} Court made essentially this same point, referring to the “long tradition of reliance on the home, the church and the inviolable citadel of the individual heart and mind” in matters of religion.\footnote{Schempp, 374 U.S. at 226.} In other words, the government, through its public schools, has not been entrusted by the people with the authority to serve as a guide over their religious and spiritual lives. To act on these matters “outside the school’s domain” is a stark example of government overreaching its limited authority.\footnote{Id. at 216 n.4 (Frankfurter, J., concurring).}

Finally, the Supreme Court’s Establishment Clause jurisprudence parallels the corporate religion cases in their call for mutual respect. In \textit{McCollum}, for example, Justice Frankfurter teed up the mutual respect principle by focusing on the fact of American religious diversity.\footnote{Id. at 217 (Frankfurter, J., concurring).} He observed that when communities were small and relatively homogeneous, the need for disestablishment “presented no urgencies.”\footnote{Id. at 225 (Frankfurter, J., concurring).} But in a pluralistic society, disestablishment is “one of the vital reliances of our Constitutional system for assuring unities among our people stronger than our diversities.”\footnote{Id. at 231 (Frankfurter, J., concurring).} Toleration and reciprocity, in other words, are vital means for maintaining a fair system of social cooperation among people who differ on fundamental questions.

As the country became more diverse, the Court continued to emphasize the importance of mutual respect. In \textit{Schempp}, for example, the Court observed that America had been diverse since the very beginning, but that “[t]oday authorities list 83 separate religious bodies, each with membership exceeding 50,000, existing among our people, as well as innumerable smaller groups.”\footnote{374 U.S. at 214.} Such diversity, in turn, made it even more critical that the power of the state not be enlisted to impose religion on its citizens.\footnote{Id. at 225-26. As described in note 206 supra, American religious diversity is even more pronounced today.}
The mutual respect principle’s spirit of reciprocity can also be seen in *Weisman*.264 In holding that a graduation prayer violated the Establishment Clause, the *Weisman* Court highlighted the tension between free exercise of religion and the disestablishment norm.265 Many—perhaps even most—of the students (and parents) attending that graduation may have appreciated the opportunity to solemnize an important event through participation in religious prayers.266 But the Court keenly perceived that there was also an important distributive component of religious liberty at stake.267 The Court explained that the Religion Clauses work in tandem, that is, promoting not only religious liberty, but also “tolerance” for all.268

Once again, Madison’s *Memorial* beautifully captures this dynamic between free exercise and disestablishment. Madison wrote that “[w]hilst we assert for ourselves a freedom to embrace, to profess and to observe the Religion which we believe to be of divine origin, we cannot deny an equal freedom to those whose minds have not yet yielded to the evidence which has convinced us.”269 Reflecting Madison’s insights, the Court’s Establishment Clause jurisprudence has long affirmed this reciprocity, toleration, and “mutuality of obligation.”270

As a correlative to the idea of toleration, the Court has condemned state efforts to leverage its power to procure or influence religious belief. In *McCollum*, Justice Frankfurter reflected this concern, complaining that the school had put “[t]he momentum of the whole school atmosphere and school planning” behind its efforts at religious instruction.271 Similarly, in *Schempp*, Justice Brennan explained that the “Constitution does not permit [a religious teacher’s] prestige and capacity for influence to be augmented by investiture of all the symbols of authority at the command of the lay teacher for the enhancement of secular instruction.”272 Such

265 Id. at 590–92.
266 Id. at 595 (acknowledging that “for many persons an occasion of this significance lacks meaning if there is no recognition, however brief, that human achievements cannot be understood apart from their spiritual essence”).
267 Id. at 595–96. For the idea that religious freedom has a “distributional element,” see Eisgruber & Sager, supra note 211, at 264.
268 *Weisman*, 505 U.S. at 590–91; id. at 605 (Blackmun, J., concurring).
270 See *Weisman*, 505 U.S. at 590–91.
efforts to leverage the state’s resources and power to secure religious adherence are stark departures from the ideal of toleration.

Efforts to impose religion also violate mutual respect by denigrating or disparaging citizens on the basis of their deepest commitments. Quoting an early state court case, the Schempp Court explained that “the ideal” of religious freedom involves “absolute equality before the law, of all religious opinions and sects” protected by a government that “prefers none, and [] disparages none.” Indeed, in the time since Schempp, the Justices have often observed that the natural flip side of religious preference is denigration or disparagement of those not so preferred.

The inevitable result of such denigration is ostracism, marginalization, and exclusion. In McCollum, Justice Frankfurter explained that children subject to religious instruction with which they do not agree “will thus have inculcated in them a feeling of separatism.” In Schempp, Justice Brennan characterized the potential effects of religious nonconformity as ones of “stigmatization.” And in Wallace, the Court feared that similar nonconformity would lead to “ostracism” from those who were in the majority religious group.

As these cases illustrate, one central strand of Establishment Clause doctrine and theory prohibits state imposition of religion. The no-imposition rule is supported, in turn, by the values of conscience, non-domination, and mutual respect. And as Part II illustrates, these values mirror ones embedded in the corporate religion cases, producing substantial symmetry between the limits on corporate religion and those on state establishments.
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B. Public Disestablishment and “Private Government”

The previous section demonstrated that the limiting principles embedded in corporate religion cases correspond to a similar set of principles at the core of Establishment Clause doctrine and theory. This section suggests that such correspondence should not be altogether surprising, given the structural similarities between corporations and political governments.

In recent years, scholars have begun to revive a venerable tradition of analogizing business corporations to political states.279 The “firm as state” metaphor dates back many decades280—if not centuries281—in the history of political and social thought. For a time, this metaphor was largely eclipsed by the ascension of a certain brand of economic theory that casts corporations as pure products of market transactions.282 But the idea that firms can be analogized to states, at least for some limited purposes, has been revitalized.283

The firm-state analogy’s revival, though, has not been uniform across—or even within—various disciplines. Some scholars have been attracted to the idea that firms and states are alike in that both are forms


283 See, e.g., supra note 279 (collecting sources).
of “government.”284 Others have preferred to speak of the similarities in terms of politics, claiming that corporations function as “political institutions”285 or exercise “political authority.”286 And still others have proposed that the analogy should run in the opposite direction, arguing that governments are really more like corporations.287 What unites these various accounts, however, is the claim that firms and states resemble each other in at least some fundamentally important ways.

For many theorists, the most relevant similarity between business firms and political states is the exercise of authority.288 On this view, a relationship of authority exists when one actor has the ability to issue directives to another and to enforce those directives by the threat of sanction or penalty.289 With regard to political states, most people are quite used to thinking about their governments in terms of issuing orders and backing those orders with the threat of penalties for non-compliance.290 But scholars advancing the firm-state analogy have explained that business firms exercise a similar—and in some instances

285 See, e.g., Néron, supra note 279, at 104.
286 See, e.g., McMahon, supra note 279, at 5.
287 See, e.g., Ciepley, Is the U.S. Government a Corporation?, supra note 279; David Runciman, Is the State a Corporation?, 35 Gov’t & Opposition 90 (2000); see also Meir Dan-Cohen, Rights, Persons, and Organizations: A Legal Theory for Bureaucratic Society 174–84 (1986) (arguing that political states and business corporations are both “organizations”).
288 To evaluate the strength of any analogy, one must first be precise about what makes one thing similar to another in a way that is relevant or important. That is, to support the claim that thing A is similar to thing B in a way that merits some kind of attention, one must specify the feature or features that are similar and then supply a reason why we should care. See Frederick Schauer, Precedent, 39 Stan. L. Rev. 571, 577 (1987); see also James D. Nelson, Corporations, Unions, and the Illusion of Symmetry, 102 Va. L. Rev. 1969, 1983 (2016) (discussing Schauer’s argument that analogies require a theory of relevance).
289 See, e.g., Anderson, Equality and Freedom, supra note 279, at 55 (“Government exists wherever some have the authority to issue orders, backed by sanctions, to others.”); McMahon, supra note 279, at 91 (discussing managerial authority in terms of issuing “directives” with which employees are “prepared to comply”).
290 The canonical statement of this “command theory” of law is John Austin, The Province of Jurisprudence Determined (1832).
more powerful, or at least more sweeping—form of authority.\textsuperscript{291} That is, just as states issue commands to citizens backed by the power to impose penalties, businesses issue commands to employees backed by threat of sanction.

The intellectual heart of this claim can be traced to the pathbreaking work of Professor Ronald Coase.\textsuperscript{292} In his famous article, \textit{The Nature of the Firm}, Coase confronted a basic question: Why do firms exist? That is, given that the price mechanism is capable of coordinating transactions in the market without any kind of centralized direction, why do we ever see firms acting as “islands of conscious power”?\textsuperscript{293}

Coase’s answer to this basic question was that sometimes it is less costly to organize transactions by means of an \textit{authority} relation than by means of the price mechanism.\textsuperscript{294} Using the price mechanism to arrange economic activity—that is, arranging production by means of spot contracts in the open market—has many benefits, but it is not without costs. These costs—commonly referred to as “transaction costs”—include the costs of price discovery,\textsuperscript{295} the costs of continuous negotiation and adjustment of contracts in light of changed circumstances,\textsuperscript{296} and the expense and difficulty of specifying in advance the terms that will govern long-term contractual relationships.\textsuperscript{297}

By organizing transactions within a firm, however, an entrepreneur can avoid many of these transaction costs.\textsuperscript{298} According to Coase, firms are defined by the suppression of the price mechanism\textsuperscript{299} and the substitution of hierarchy and authority.\textsuperscript{300} Instead of continually procuring factors of production through a series of contracts negotiated in the external market,
the firm substitutes one large contract.\textsuperscript{301} This contract, in turn, is ongoing and open-ended, specifying only the limits on firm authority.\textsuperscript{302}

For Coase, the exemplar of such an open-ended contract was that between master and servant—or, in modern parlance, between employer and employee.\textsuperscript{303} The employment contract takes the employee’s labor out of the market and moves it inside the firm. In doing so, the employment contract establishes a \textit{governance} relationship, in which the employee agrees to obey the company’s as-yet unspecified directives.\textsuperscript{304}

In recent work, prominent scholars in various disciplines have drawn on Coase’s theory to support the firm-state analogy. Scholars in business ethics, for example, have taken inspiration from Coase in referring to firm governance as a “command hierarchy”\textsuperscript{305} or as a mode of “interference” with employees’ will.\textsuperscript{306} Political scientists have argued that the theory of the firm invites a “natural comparison[]” of the firm and the state.\textsuperscript{307} And in an already highly influential 2017 book based on her Tanner Lectures, Professor Elizabeth Anderson has defended the claim that Coasian authority relations inside of firms contribute to their status as “private governments.”\textsuperscript{308} Each of these accounts, in different ways, picks up on Coase’s enduring insight about the basic difference between relationships in the market and those inside of firms.

This enduring insight, however, has not gone without challenge in the history of economic ideas. Perhaps most notably, in their 1972 article, economists Armen Alchian and Harold Demsetz squarely denied Coase’s
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core claim.\textsuperscript{309} Speaking directly to Coase’s notion that authority relations define firms, Alchian and Demsetz insisted that “[t]his is delusion.”\textsuperscript{310} Instead, they argued that the employment relationship is no different from an ordinary market interaction, such as the one between a consumer and her grocer.\textsuperscript{311} In a memorable rhetorical flourish, Alchian and Demsetz claimed that “[t]elling an employee to type this letter rather than to file that document is like my telling a grocer to sell me this brand of tuna rather than that brand of bread.”\textsuperscript{312} In both cases, they argued, each side of a transaction is merely engaged in ongoing negotiations over the terms of their continued trade.\textsuperscript{313}

This account, if accepted, would dramatically undermine the firm-state analogy based on relationships of authority. Indeed, if it were true that employers exercise no more power over employees than a consumer does over her grocer, then there would be little reason to maintain that authority is an important—much less a defining—feature of the firm. But this claim of symmetry, based on employees’ formal power to quit their jobs whenever they like, masks the fundamental asymmetry in costs faced by employees who might wish to resist their employer’s directives.\textsuperscript{314} That is, when Alchian and Demsetz’s grocer confronts the prospect of being “fired,” the grocer has many other potential consumers to whom it can sell tuna and bread. But when most employees act under the direction of a manager, who may fire them for almost any reason, they act under the thumb of employer power.\textsuperscript{315} And that is because they often face the prospect of losing connection to—and investment in—their only source of livelihood.

Modern economic theories of the firm have elaborated this fundamental asymmetry of power between firms and their employees. While Coase provided the foundational insight that firms substitute authority relations for the price mechanism, he left the means of enforcing
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this authority relation underspecified. Understanding the means of enforcement, though, helps explain why Alchian and Demsetz’s criticism of Coase is ultimately unpersuasive.

This modern account begins where Coase left off, namely, with the observation that authority relations arise because of incomplete contracts.316 When employees first join a firm, it is virtually impossible to specify up front all of the tasks that the company will want the employee to perform. As a result of this difficulty, employment contracts typically establish a broad governance relationship, in which employees agree to comply with the directives issued by managers in the future.317

As a technical matter, the typical employment contract leaves employers and employees equally free to terminate their relationship on an ongoing basis.318 In Alchian and Demsetz’s view, this puts employers and employees in the position of continually negotiating and updating the terms of their interaction. But in this ongoing “negotiation,” the deck is usually stacked in the firm’s favor. An employee’s threat to leave a firm is backed only by the power to deprive the firm of her labor. But the firm’s threat to fire an employee is backed by the power to exclude that employee from the firm’s productive resources.319 The key point here is that firms can enforce their authority over workers by leveraging their rights of control.320 In simpler terms, “authority over assets translates into authority over people.”321

318 See Matthew T. Bodie, The Best Way Out Is Always Through: Changing the Employment At-Will Default Rule to Protect Personal Autonomy, 2017 U. Ill. L. Rev. 223, 228 (“The notion is that both employers and employees are free to walk away from the relationship at any time.”).
320 See Rajan & Zingales, supra note 319, at 388; see also Hart, supra note 297, at 1763 n.28 (explaining that employers’ control over nonhuman assets gives them disciplinary power).
321 Hart & Moore, supra note 319, at 1150; see also Ciepley, supra note 291, at 102 (quoting Hart & Moore, supra note 319); Anderson, Equality and Freedom, supra note 279, at 59 (discussing the relationship between property rights and employer authority); Cynthia Estlund, Rethinking Autocracy at Work, 131 Harv. L. Rev. 795, 798 (2018) (reviewing Anderson, Private Government, supra note 190); Clyde W. Summers, Employment at Will in the United
Thinking of the firm in purely contractual terms has a certain appeal. If employers do not exercise authority, then there is little reason to fret about the legitimate scope of their directives. But authority relations in the workplace cannot be erased by wishful thinking. In most cases, employees face serious barriers to exiting a firm, from the difficulty of finding another job\textsuperscript{322} to the prospect that they will not be able to capture the value of specialized skills they have developed in their current firm.\textsuperscript{323} These problems with employee exit, moreover, have been exacerbated by recent trends toward labor market concentration and the resulting monopsony power enjoyed by employers.\textsuperscript{324}

Authority relations in the workplace, in turn, support the analogy between firm and state. Just as political states are in the position of issuing commands that citizens obey,\textsuperscript{325} employers similarly govern the behavior of employees.\textsuperscript{326} This is certainly not to say that firms are identical to states. Indeed, there are many ways in which the two entities differ.\textsuperscript{327} But by focusing on the structure of authority relations on both sides of the public-private divide, the firm-state analogy is on solid ground.

That analogy not only helps explain corporate religion’s limiting principles, it also supports the fundamental intuitions behind corporate disestablishment. It is not surprising, in other words, that corporate religion’s limiting principles mirror those at the core of the Establishment Clause, because both firms and states may abuse their power to impose religion. And such abuses of power, whether carried out by firms or by states, threaten the basic rights of employees and citizens alike.
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C. Disestablishment and the Employment Constitution

Thus far, this Part has argued that corporate religion’s limiting principles resemble the Establishment Clause’s central concern with religious imposition and that revival of the firm-state analogy helps explain this resemblance. The remainder of this Part attempts to situate corporate disestablishment within the wider legal practice of extending constitutional values into the private workplace and to defend its inclusion within the employment “constitution.”

As a formal matter, the state action doctrine prevents direct application of most constitutional provisions to private actors, including corporate employers. For some commentators, this doctrine is regrettable. For others, it is an attractive feature of our constitutional jurisprudence. But scholars have long recognized that although constitutional law does not directly govern the employment relationship, various constitutional values are infused into the law of the workplace.

For many years, labor law was thought to be the primary source of the “workplace constitution,” and it still vindicates compelling constitutional values today. But union density in the private workplace has plummeted, leaving the vast majority of corporate employees without labor law’s robust collective bargaining protections. At the same time, though, the rise of employment mandates—both those prohibiting employment discrimination and those governing individual
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employment—have expanded the suite of “quasi-constitutional” rights enjoyed by workers.

Chief among these quasi-constitutional provisions is the right of equal protection. The Civil Rights Act of 1964, for example, extended the antidiscrimination norm found in the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to various areas of civic and economic life. As part of that landmark legislation, Title VII advances the cause of equal protection in private workplaces by prohibiting discrimination in employment on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, or national origin. As one prominent commentator succinctly puts it, employment discrimination law serves as an “equal protection clause for the workplace.”

To a lesser extent, individual employment law protects employees’ rights of speech, association, and privacy. With regard to speech, one scholar recently conducted an extensive survey of federal and state law, concluding that “[a]bout half of Americans live in jurisdictions that protect some private employee speech or political activity from employer retaliation.” Among the statutes that protect employee speech, Connecticut’s is the most expansive, covering employer acts that interfere with “rights guaranteed by the first amendment.”
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Labor law also protects—to a limited but important degree—employee freedom of association. Section 1 of the National Labor Relations Act, for example, declares that it is the policy of the United States to protect workers’ “full freedom of association, self-organization, and designation of representatives of their own choosing.” But in more general terms, the Act also protects employees’ right to “engage in other concerted activities for . . . mutual aid or protection,” regardless of whether those employees end up choosing to unionize. One scholar notes that this provision covers a variety of situations in which employees may seek to associate—including communications that facilitate future formal association—and analogizes these protections to the “public forum” doctrine of the First Amendment.

Finally, individual employment laws also protect—again to a limited but important degree—employee privacy. Case law in this area is mixed—some courts have held that employees enjoy various aspects of personal privacy, but many have gone the other way. Nevertheless, there is at least some legal support, uneven though it may be, for rights of employee privacy concerning their medical information, sexual history, and the contents of their homes, hotel rooms, and other personal spaces. Indeed, the new Restatement of Employment Law explicitly recognizes employee privacy rights over certain locations, information held by employees, and information entrusted to employers.
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As a normative matter, commentators have defended these provisions of the employment constitution on two primary grounds: autonomy\(^{355}\) and equality.\(^{356}\) As for autonomy, the basic idea is that this system of workplace rights guarantees employees some measure of control or authorship of their own lives.\(^{357}\) And with regard to equality, the employment constitution helps ensure that the workplace does not entrench social hierarchies that cast employees into an inferior or subordinated social status.\(^{358}\) To be sure, normative arguments based on autonomy and equality are not mutually exclusive. Indeed, with regard to justifying the employment constitution, they work together to form the strongest set of reasons for protecting an attractive suite of workers’ rights.

As demonstrated in Part II, corporate disestablishment finds support in arguments from autonomy and in arguments from equality. Protecting employee conscience allows them to be free, to the extent feasible, from employer interference with their deepest projects and commitments.\(^{359}\) Preventing employers from dominating employees’ private and personal choices on these matters helps relieve status inequalities and hierarchies, not only in the workplace but in society more generally.\(^{360}\) And refusing to let employers wield economic levers of power in order to impose religion on others reflects a spirit of reciprocity, recognition, and mutual respect.\(^{361}\)

At this point, a critic of corporate disestablishment might wonder whether the concept adds anything not already captured by an ordinary nondiscrimination norm. That is, antidiscrimination law has long included religion as a prohibited basis on which to make employment decisions. What work, then, is the idea of disestablishment doing?

To be sure, nondiscrimination is an important part of the disestablishment norm. Indeed, religious liberty scholars have referred to the Establishment Clause as an “equal protection clause” for religious
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minorities.\textsuperscript{362} And the resemblance of nondiscrimination and disestablishment grows even stronger if one understands the nondiscrimination norm primarily in expressive terms.\textsuperscript{363}

But the disestablishment norm, as explained in Parts II and III, captures a set of values more complex than nondiscrimination.\textsuperscript{364} Expansive conceptions of nondiscrimination, understood in terms of equal dignity or social equality, can reflect important elements of non-domination and mutual respect. But the various autonomy interests that animate concerns for conscience are just as much a part of the disestablishment norm, and those interests cannot be subsumed under the banner of nondiscrimination.

Indeed, one prominent scholar has argued that “liberty of conscience” was the central concern among those who developed the American idea of disestablishment.\textsuperscript{365} In his view, although the founders sometimes spoke about disestablishment in egalitarian, civic republican, or religious terms, the roots and structure of their arguments can be traced to a Lockean concern for protecting individual conscience.\textsuperscript{366} An exclusive focus on nondiscrimination, then, would leave out critical aspects of the case in favor of corporate disestablishment.

Moreover, as a strategic matter, speaking in terms of disestablishment rather than nondiscrimination could provide advantages with regard to the discourse and language of employee rights. Critics of corporate religion have tended to rely on notions of nondiscrimination drawn from equal protection jurisprudence.\textsuperscript{367} As a result, the narrative surrounding debates about the scope of corporate religious freedom has often depicted a showdown between rights of religious liberty and rights of equal treatment.\textsuperscript{368}
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But the disestablishment norm is not some intruder into the domain of religious liberty. Instead, disestablishment is internal to the idea of religious liberty itself. Rights to the free exercise of one’s religion come paired with reciprocal obligations not to impose that religion on others. And so, to borrow a phrase from the Supreme Court’s free speech jurisprudence, disestablishment cannot be dismissed as a “wholly foreign” egalitarian value that threatens to strip religious believers of their individual liberties. Corporate disestablishment, then, has the potential to change the terms of debate between proponents of religious liberty and defenders of equality, reflecting the fact that there are religious liberty interests on both sides of the corporate religion question.

IV. THE BORDERLINES OF DISESTABLISHMENT

Having defended the claim that a disestablishment norm ought to govern the modern corporate workplace, this Part now considers a set of borderline cases. In doing so, it shows how the principles of corporate disestablishment should shape the frontier of corporate religious liberty even under complicated circumstances.

A. Corporate Religious “Endorsements”

In the run-up to Hobby Lobby, proponents of corporate religion compiled an impressive list of real-world corporate religious practices. Chick-fil-A closes on Sundays in observance of the Christian Sabbath. Interstate Batteries’ website proclaims that the company’s mission is to “glorify God and enrich lives as we deliver the most trustworthy source of power to the world.” Forever 21 prints “John 3:16” on the bottom of
its shopping bags. And Hobby Lobby itself plays Christian music in all of its stores.

Do the principles of corporate disestablishment cast doubt on these popular religious practices? As an initial matter, it would seem that they do not. Corporate disestablishment’s principles were derived from cases in which companies imposed religion on employees. But the examples above seem to contemplate a different sort of situation, in which a company is merely endorsing a religious message as a way of expressing its religious identity. In cases of pure endorsements, then, it would appear that the principles of corporate disestablishment do not stand in the way.

But this apparent permissiveness does not mean that corporate disestablishment’s principles drop out of the analysis entirely. Instead, pure corporate endorsements operate in the shadow of corporate disestablishment. That is, although corporate practices that merely express the owners’ or managers’ religious preferences may not run afoul of the law, employees’ interests in conscience, non-domination, and mutual respect constitute the boundaries between permissible religious endorsements and impermissible impositions of religion.

A contrast illustrates the point. When Hobby Lobby plays Christian music in its stores, there are sure to be employees who do not agree with the company’s religious message. Indeed, some employees may even feel that being forced to listen to music with explicitly religious content is inappropriate or offensive. But as long as the company makes clear to its employees that the choice of music is an affirmative expression of the owners’ religious identities and does not carry any threat of employment consequences—whether explicit or implicit—then it would be fair to characterize the practice as a pure endorsement rather than a religious imposition.

But one could easily imagine ways in which Hobby Lobby’s religious practices could traverse the line between endorsement and imposition. For example, if Hobby Lobby were to establish an expectation that employees
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display approval of the music’s religious message by singing along or nodding in affirmance, then employee conscience would be at risk. If employees were expected not only to listen to religious music while at work, but also to participate in Christmas caroling during the holiday season, such an expectation would trigger concerns about employer domination. Finally, if the music in Hobby Lobby’s stores were to go beyond expressing the owners’ personal religious views and instead denigrate or disparage those who do not hold the same beliefs, then the company’s practice would deny employees mutual respect.  

Corporate disestablishment does not—and cannot—prohibit all corporate religious practices. The *Hobby Lobby* case itself makes at least this much clear. But when corporate religious practices cross over from pure endorsements of company religion to religious impositions on employees, the principles of corporate disestablishment circumscribe those practices. And so, even when corporate religious practices fall on the right side of the endorsement-imposition line, the principles of corporate disestablishment continue to guard against their unwarranted expansion.

### B. Small Businesses

Much of this Article has been dedicated to drawing out a set of limiting principles for corporate religion from cases involving claims that a company impermissibly imposed religion on employees. Although the precise doctrinal labels varied, all of these cases involved claims under
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federal or state employment discrimination laws. But most employment discrimination laws do not apply to very small businesses. For example, Title VII prohibits discrimination in employment on the basis of religion, but that prohibition does not apply to companies with fewer than fifteen employees. And many states have similar minimum employee requirements in their own employment discrimination laws.

The asymmetrical protection of employees in small businesses, then, presents a bit of a puzzle for the theory of corporate disestablishment. If the law is supposed to be concerned with the use of corporate authority to impose religion on employees, why does it fail to protect employees in firms with fewer than fifteen employees? If anything, it would seem that employees in smaller firms would be most vulnerable to religious coercion and domination by their employers, given the likelihood of close and personal interactions.

One potential way to explain this asymmetry is to observe that it may be more burdensome for small businesses to comply with various legal requirements than it is for large businesses. Large companies, in most cases, have far more resources to devote to promulgating and enforcing workplace policies that protect employees. But when it comes to small businesses, such internal compliance and enforcement efforts may be thought too costly.

This concern about costs may do some work in justifying small business exemptions from corporate disestablishment. But if we think that the disestablishment norm is important, then marginal increases in the costs of compliance may not be sufficient to warrant small business exemptions. Indeed, some states now have trivially low minimum employee requirements for their own employment discrimination laws, indicating that these states may have already reached a similar conclusion.
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Rather than defending the small business exemption on the basis of costs, one might instead argue that the *associational* interests of small businesses are more compelling than those of larger businesses. The idea here would be that although employees in small businesses may have the same interests in avoiding religious impositions by corporate managers, those managers have stronger interests in living out their own religious convictions in an intimate workplace than they might have in larger corporate organizations. Small businesses, on this account, look a lot more like families, or perhaps some voluntary associations, which are paradigm cases for strong associational rights.  

The argument from association gets us closer to a convincing explanation for the typical small business exemption in employment discrimination law. In most cases, it seems more plausible to think of small businesses developing individual identity than it is for large, impersonal organizations. And so, for similar reasons of religious identity development, it might make sense to think that some small businesses should be exempt from the demanding principles of corporate disestablishment.

Although concerns about costs and associational interests are significant, the justification for exempting small businesses from corporate disestablishment still seems incomplete. After all, marginal increases in compliance costs are not typically thought sufficient to justify infringement on basic rights. And in other areas of the law, associational interests do not outweigh antidiscrimination norms in the commercial sphere.  

This justification gap might be closed, however, by returning to corporate disestablishment’s own first principles. Throughout this
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Article, a large part of the argument for limiting the expansion of corporate religion appealed to the pervasive religious diversity that characterizes the modern business world. But in very small businesses, perhaps it is more plausible to think that all participants can agree on religious principles, especially in companies composed entirely of family members or members of small, exclusive communities. To be sure, it seems unlikely that the drafters of various federal and state antidiscrimination laws had this argument in mind, given that small business exemptions do not apply exclusively to claims of religious discrimination. \(^{389}\) And yet, it would seem that the strongest normative justification for the small business exemption from corporate disestablishment might draw from its capacity to serve as a reasonable proxy for the types of firms in which religious pluralism cannot be assumed.

But once a business grows beyond a certain size, the law can safely assume the fact of religious pluralism. That assumption, in turn, triggers concerns of conscience, non-domination, and mutual respect. In other words, once we are in the world of diverse modern workplaces, the case for corporate disestablishment operates with all of its force.

**C. Religion Without Authority**

The principles of corporate disestablishment prohibit companies from imposing religion on employees. Strong doctrinal and normative reasons support this focus on the employment relationship. As a doctrinal matter, the corporate religion cases involve claims of employment discrimination, either under Title VII or under state employment discrimination law. But regardless of whether claims were based on federal or state law, corporate religion’s limiting principles were derived entirely from cases involving the relationship between a company and its employees. \(^{390}\)

As a normative matter, the principles of corporate disestablishment gained considerable traction from the authority relation inherent in the employment context. The argument from conscience demonstrated that employers’ control over the workplace gives them outsize influence over employees’ freedom of thought and belief. \(^{391}\) Likewise, the argument
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from non-domination depended on the capacity of an employer to exert arbitrary or uncontrolled power over its employees. And the argument from mutual respect provided reasons to worry in particular about proselytization or denigration carried out by religious employers.

But when a company practices religion, employees are not the only corporate constituents who might be affected. Take, for example, the case of Masterpiece Cakeshop, Ltd. v. Colorado Civil Rights Commission. In Masterpiece, a for-profit bakery asserted free exercise and free speech rights to resist the state’s public accommodations law, which required it to provide wedding cakes to same-sex couples in violation of the owners’ religious beliefs. The case, therefore, involved a corporate religious liberty claim, but it did not involve any employee’s claim to be free from religious imposition.

Given the absence of an authority relation between Masterpiece Cakeshop and its customers, the principles of corporate disestablishment do not apply to this case in a straightforward manner. That is, when the same-sex couple was denied service by the bakery, the harm they suffered was primarily one of dignitary insult, rather than the imposition of religion by use of organizational power. To be sure, that dignitary insult is a real and significant harm, but it is not the result of a governance relation between the firm and its potential customers.

Nevertheless, the principles of corporate disestablishment should put us on the lookout for relationships in the market that bear resemblance to those that characterize corporate employment. For example, if a regionally powerful business were to impose religious conditions on its interactions with local suppliers, disparities in bargaining power could
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threaten conscience.\textsuperscript{398} Or, if a for-profit hospital were to deny a patient medically recommended treatment based on religious beliefs, patient vulnerability would surely provide reason to worry about the arbitrary use of organizational authority.\textsuperscript{399} In both of these examples, there is a significant power asymmetry between the business and other market participants that would renew the concerns of corporate disestablishment.

The argument for corporate disestablishment, then, may provide powerful tools for advocates seeking to protect a wider group of corporate constituents. But they are not tools for all occasions. When relationships in the market start to take on significant governance features—due to monopoly power, information asymmetry, or other sorts of market failure—principles of conscience, non-domination, and mutual respect will be paramount. But when a company interacts with suppliers, creditors, customers, or other non-employees without the benefit of asymmetrical power and authority, advocates of equal treatment may not be able to rely on a disestablishment norm to make their case.

\textbf{CONCLUSION}

In a new age of corporate religiosity, scholars and advocates seeking to curb the outward expansion of religion in business have found themselves in need of limiting principles. To date, such principles have been largely elusive. But if one looks beyond certain conventional doctrinal categories within employment discrimination law and reads corporate religion cases together as a unified body of doctrine, a set of coherent and attractive principles emerges. Grounded in concerns for employee conscience, non-domination, and mutual respect, corporate religion’s limiting principles prohibit corporate imposition of religion. In doing so, those principles mirror the Establishment Clause’s central function with regard to political states. Proscribing religious imposition—whether for corporations or political governments—is both doctrinally and normatively appealing. Corporate disestablishment, then, deserves a place alongside other basic provisions of the employment constitution.
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